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I. INTRODUCTION

The aging of the “baby boomer” generation has led to direct increases in the prevalence of certain issues, from nursing home care to an increase in Social Security and Medicare expenditures, and now, to an increase of “graying divorces.” “Graying divorce” refers to the phenomenon of the increase in splits or separation of older couples (over fifty) who have been married for a long time. Between 1950 and 2006, the U.S. population roughly doubled, while the population over age sixty-five nearly tripled. It is projected that by 2030, the total U.S. population aged sixty-five to seventy-four years old will increase from 6% to 10%. Along with the overall increase in baby boomers, it is estimated that the risk of divorce has more than doubled since 1990 for individuals aged sixty-five and older. It is estimated that for fifty-five to sixty-four-year-olds, the divorce rate increased from five divorces per one thousand marriages to more than fifteen divorces per one thousand marriages. Recently, famous couples have started making headlines of being prime examples of graying divorces, including Jeff and MacKenzie Bezos, Al and Tipper Gore, and Clint Eastwood and Dina Ruiz.

1. Mark Mather et al., Aging Baby Boomers to Face Caregiving, Obesity, Inequality Challenges, POPULATION REFERENCE BUREAU (Jan. 13, 2016), https://www.prb.org/united-states-population-bulletin/ (explaining for purposes of this Article, “baby boomers” are defined as individuals born between 1946 and 1964).
2. See id.
5. Id.
7. Kaylee McGhee, To Have and to Hold, WASH. EXAMINER (Nov. 7, 2019, 11:00 PM), https://www.washingtongexaminer.com/opinion/to-have-and-to-hold.
growth of the older population and publicity of graying divorces are just two contributing factors to what is now referred to as the “gray divorce revolution.”

The surge in graying divorces worldwide has paired hand in hand with new considerations and issues for spouses contemplating divorce to plan how to best protect and divide their assets so they are prepared for retirement and beyond. Couples who have grown used to tackling financial issues jointly during their marriage are now faced with the reality that what is best for one spouse may not be in the other spouse’s best interests. For example, one spouse may be eligible to receive spousal support from the other in accordance with the standard of living the parties enjoyed during the marriage. Additionally, if the couple resides in one of the majority of states that follows an “equitable distribution” model for property division, one spouse may be entitled to receive a disproportionate portion of the parties’ marital assets. Overall, researchers have found that older adults are unlikely to recoup the financial losses from divorce, particularly for spouses who have been out of the labor force for decades. This research indicates older divorced couples have only 20% as much wealth as older married couples. These statistics highlight the need for older couples undergoing divorce to carefully look at their assets and liabilities and determine what steps they should try to take to preserve them.

This Article addresses specific issues that arise when dealing with graying divorces and recommendations for individuals and practitioners in Illinois who face them. Part II lays out background information surrounding the prevalence of graying divorces worldwide and possible reasons explaining the increase of divorces in older populations. Part III examines special considerations that both individuals and practitioners face when dealing with graying divorces. Finally, Part IV advocates for specific tools that can be leveraged by individuals and
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10. Godfrey Divorce, supra note 8; Godfrey Money, supra note 6.
11. See Godfrey Money, supra note 6.
12. See id.
13. Id.
15. Id.
practitioners facing issues in graying divorces, including prenuptial and postnuptial agreements, estate plans, and careful drafting of divorce settlement agreements.

II. BACKGROUND

A. The Worldwide Phenomenon of Graying Divorces

The graying divorce trend has not only been observed in the United States, but rather, appears to be increasing worldwide. Specifically, researchers in the United States, the United Kingdom, Japan, and India are documenting sharp increases in gray divorces in their respective baby boomer populations. This section will explore the trends in these four countries.

1. UNITED STATES

The United States has one of the highest divorce rates in the world, with roughly 45% of all marriages expecting to end in divorce. However, while the rate has risen dramatically for Americans over fifty, there has actually been a decline in the rate for those between the ages of twenty-five and thirty-nine. This may in part be attributable to the recent trends of millennials getting married at a later age, cohabitating together before marriage, or not getting married at all. The belief is that as millennials are frequently the children of divorced parents due to the large number of baby boomers who underwent divorce early on, they now fear going through one themselves. Consequently, they are spending more time to find “Mr. or Mrs. Right” and spending a longer time in a relationship before diving into marriages.


20. Id.

21. See id.
suggest that these millennial trends are driving the estimated 24% decline in the divorce rate in the United States since the 1980s.22

Meanwhile, the divorce rate has nearly doubled among the U.S. population over the age of fifty23 and roughly tripled among the U.S. population aged sixty-five and older.24 A 2010 study found that roughly one in four divorces in 2010 occurred between persons ages fifty or older.25 Further, the rate of divorce was 2.5 times higher for remarriages (more likely in the older populations) than first marriages.26 The rationale may be that people who have already undergone divorce are more willing to go through the process again if their second marriage becomes dissatisfactory.27 Finally, the study found that on top of the older population divorcing at a higher rate, more than half of these gray divorces are between couples who have been married over twenty years.28 Interestingly, the researchers found no correlation between level of education and their likelihood of getting a divorce.29

To arguably perpetuate the issue further, people are now trying to capitalize on the increased divorce rates among baby boomers by setting up opportunities for these newly separated individuals to connect with each other.30 One such program is known as the Rebuilding Seminar, in Boulder, Colorado, where recently separated individuals can attend a ten-week seminar with other recently separated individuals.31 At these seminars, the individuals participate in a wide variety of events including meditation, dinner and a movie, and writing goodbye letters to their former lives and loves.32 These types of programs
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22. Id.
23. Godfrey Divorce, supra note 8.
26. Id.
32. Jaffe, supra note 30.
encourage divorced individuals to start their next chapter, and potentially, their next marriages as well.\textsuperscript{33}

2. UNITED KINGDOM

In addition to experiencing the graying divorce trend themselves, the United Kingdom has also seen some unforeseen consequences related to gray divorces. According to the Office for National Statistics, the number of people in the United Kingdom getting divorced over the age of sixty has risen by three-quarters in the past twenty years.\textsuperscript{34} This has led to a record number of older renters because post-divorce, older divorcees are unable to buy new homes.\textsuperscript{35} This follows the trend observed for older adults that following a divorce, they are unlikely to recoup financial losses associated with that divorce.\textsuperscript{36} This is particularly true for women who were out of the labor force for a period of time during their marriages.\textsuperscript{37}

Further, divorce laws in England and Wales are now being amended to change the timeline of a fault-based versus no-fault divorce.\textsuperscript{38} Prior to this change, fault-based divorces could take as short as three to six months to complete, whereas no-fault divorces required couples in Scotland to prove they lived apart for at least one year and couples in the rest of the United Kingdom to prove they lived apart at least two years.\textsuperscript{39} This shift is an example of an external amendment to the law that will inevitably also remove barriers for people, elderly included, throughout the United Kingdom to move forward with filing a divorce action.

\textsuperscript{33} Id.
\textsuperscript{36} Brown & Lin, supra note 9.
\textsuperscript{37} Id.
\textsuperscript{39} Id.
3. JAPAN

Overall, the divorce rate has increased over the past few decades in Japan, a country that has traditionally valued subservience and the credence of “breed, not lead.”\(^\text{40}\) However, Japan has also seen the spike particularly amongst older couples, with divorces among couples married twenty-five years or longer accounting for 6.4% of divorces in Japan, triple the rate from 1980.\(^\text{41}\) This trend has been observed most drastically in women who are married to husbands older than sixty, the national retirement age in Japan.\(^\text{42}\) Specifically, these women begin showing symptoms of depression, skin rashes, asthma, ulcers, and high blood pressure.\(^\text{43}\) The unprecedented rise in divorces in Japan is so prevalent that there is a specific Japanese concept to describe the reasoning behind it. Known as the “retired husband syndrome” in Japanese, it translates into English as “stress syndrome from having the husband at home.”\(^\text{44}\) Dr. Nobuo Kurokawa, head of the Psychosomatic Medicine Laboratory in Osaka, Japan, first coined the term “retired husband syndrome” after treating Japanese women with these symptoms for over a decade.\(^\text{45}\) Dr. Kurokawa shared that if these symptoms are ignored, they will likely worsen.\(^\text{46}\) Despite this documented phenomenon, divorce is still a relatively taboo concept in Japan.\(^\text{47}\) In spite of this, Japan has started acknowledging the increase in gray divorces in their population, including recently amending their pension laws to entitle women to up to half of their ex-husband’s pension.\(^\text{48}\) Additionally,
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\(^{46}\) Kenyon, supra note 42.
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Okagi Kyoritsu Bank recently became the first Japanese bank to offer lump sum “divorce loans” of between 100,000 and 5,000,000 yen to cover the costs of alimony, distribution of property, and court action. These trends suggest that even traditional countries like Japan are adopting measures to address the graying divorce revolution.

4. INDIA

In contrast to the United States, India has the lowest divorce rate in the world, with less than 1% of marriages ending in divorce. This low divorce rate is commonly associated with the high amount of shame and stigma surrounding divorce, the societal pressure to remain married, and the high rates of arranged marriages that involve the families of the couple rather than just the individuals. However, even India is not immune to the graying divorce trend. Statistics show the percentage of older divorce cases has almost doubled in India.

Like Japan, cultural considerations and external factors seem to play a large role in the rising rates of divorce in India overall. Divorce is still highly stigmatized in India and is often seen as a sign of failure. Nevertheless, recent statistics indicate women’s rights and economic autonomy have increased in all regions of India. Part of this movement for advancing women’s rights has been standing up to fight the stigma surrounding divorce. This includes an increasing number of support groups on social media websites like Instagram and Facebook.

(Explaining how prior to 2007, a divorced woman forewent any portion of her husband’s pension in Japan).

49. Id.


51. Id.


55. Bhatt, supra note 53.
where women considering divorce can talk to like-minded individuals and “normalize” the process. As these women age and divorce becomes more commonly accepted, it is likely these women will break off their unhappy relationships and by finding support in their peers, will push the divorce rates up for all age groups.

B. Reasons Behind Graying Divorces

On top of the typical culprits of financial mismanagement, addictions, and infidelity, graying divorces have some underlying factors that are more specific to older individuals. This section explores some of the reasons the older populations are experiencing an increase in divorce rates.

1. RETIREMENT/EMPTY NEST SYNDROME

Overall, older couples seeking a divorce are more likely to have older children who have emancipated and left home, leaving their parents to either reconnect or discover they do not have much in common. Similarly, older couples undergoing divorce are closer to retirement age or may have already retired and have more free time at home. During this period of time, people may discover they have a difference in routines, underlying values, expectations for the rest of their lives, and annoying habits, that can lead to the deterioration of the marriage. Retirement and empty nesting are both considered points of “marital adjustment” that can prompt people to reassess their satisfaction and happiness in their marriages. Studies have found women in particular have higher expectations for their emotional lives, no longer finding “adequate” sufficient to sustain them in a marriage. As a result, women initiate about 60% of divorces after age forty, according to the AARP.

56. Id.
57. Cheng, supra note 3.
59. Id.
62. Id.
2. **BETTER HEALTH/LIFE EXPECTANCY RATES**

Up until recently, life expectancy rates were steadily on the rise.63 This meant people had more time to consider whether they wanted to be with their spouse for the rest of their lives. Further, that time period that constituted the “rest of their life” was also longer. This ties in directly with advances in medical technology and procedures being able to prolong people’s lives far longer than a few decades ago. Dr. Pepper Schwartz opines that despite couples feeling that their marriages are “not horrible . . . they are no longer satisfying or loving. They may not be ugly but you say, ‘Do I really want thirty more years of this?’”64 On the flipside, when couples previously had lower life expectancies, they figured they likely would not have enough time to enjoy life or find a new spouse after divorce and may as well stay together.65

3. **EASE OF MEETING PEOPLE ONLINE**

In the age of technology, older adults are now turning more to software applications and websites to find love and try online dating.66 These applications and websites allow greater opportunities for older individuals to meet new partners in a more accessible way.67 Online dating is now considered an acceptable way of starting a relationship for all age groups, including seniors.68 There are now specific websites catered towards singles ages fifty or older and comparison guides for individuals who may not be as comfortable navigating the world of online dating.69 A recent Pew study found that from 2013 to 2015, the

64. Elin, *supra* note 61.
68. Godfrey *Divorce, supra* note 8.
number of online dating website users aged fifty-five to sixty-four years old doubled from 6% to 12%. Older individuals have reported they feel safe dating online in part because of their perceived ability to control the pace of the conversation and build a relationship with the other person before deciding to meet. With an expanded access and ease of finding a new mate following divorce, older individuals feel more comfortable moving forward with the divorce process in hopes they can find a new person to spend the rest of their lives with.

4. REMOVAL OF STIGMA SURROUNDING DIVORCE

Across the United States and worldwide, divorce has become more widely accepted and less stigmatized over the past few decades. As discussed above, in countries like Japan and India, divorce has started to become “normalized” among the general population instead of just isolated pockets. Even the Pope and the Catholic Church are revisiting and reopening doors that were previously closed to divorced Catholics. For older individuals who previously may have felt ashamed in their communities to seek divorce given its associated stigma, the “normalization” of divorce in their later lives can now encourage them to take steps to leave unsatisfying relationships.

5. INCREASED FEMALE LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION

Long gone are the days where women were expected to stay at home and rely upon their husbands for financial stability and economic gain. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the labor force participation rate of women aged fifty-five to sixty-four increased by 6.6 percentage points from 51.9% in 2000 to 58.5% in 2015, and it is projected
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70. Aaron Smith, 15% of American Adults Have Used Online Dating Sites or Mobile Dating Apps, PEW RES. CTR. (Feb. 11, 2016), https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2016/02/11/15-percent-of-american-adults-have-used-online-dating-sites-or-mobile-dating-apps/.
72. Id.
73. Godfrey Divorce, supra note 8.
74. Bhatt, supra note 53.
76. Mossman, supra note 4, at 126.
to continue growing. As more and more older women are reentering the workforce and building up their own independent finances, they are no longer forced to “choose between a bad marriage and poverty.” This allows them to have the autonomy to choose whether to consider moving forward with divorce.

6. **REPEATED BEHAVIOR OF “MARITAL INSTABILITY”**

Baby boomers were the first generation to divorce and remarry in large numbers during young adulthood. Now that they are aging into their fifties and sixties, a growing number of boomers will reasonably experience divorce because remarriages are statistically more likely than first marriages to end in divorce. The saying of “old habits die hard” takes a new meaning as marital instability and volatility from early on in boomers’ lives now are leading to marital instability in the boomer population later in life as well. A 2014 study conducted by Sheela Kennedy and Steven Ruggles found that this same generation that had unprecedented divorce rates in their twenties and thirties are now continuing their patterns of high marital instability into their forties, fifties, and sixties.

7. **DELAYED AGE OF FIRST MARRIAGES**

Given the delay in marriage amongst millennials, it follows that the divorce rates are likely to increase in the older population overall just by nature of the younger population not yet getting married. Interestingly, a 2015 study of recent statistics found that past the age of thirty-two into the late thirties, the odds of divorce increase by 5% per
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80. *Id.*


year of age at marriage.\textsuperscript{84} This study suggested that this was potentially because people who wed after their early thirties are not “well suited to succeed at matrimony” or feel comfortable being single or not getting married.\textsuperscript{85}

III. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR GRAYING DIVORCES

A. Social Security Benefits

One major potential source of income for older couples that is often overlooked or unknown by divorcing individuals is the receipt of Social Security benefits, despite the finalization of a divorce.\textsuperscript{86} As this is a federal government benefit, it is often not mentioned in state divorce decrees. Even if an individual is divorced, he or she may still be entitled to receive Social Security benefits on the ex-spouse’s record, even if the ex-spouse is remarried.\textsuperscript{87} To qualify, a marriage must have lasted ten years or longer, the individual must not have remarried, one must be age sixty-two or older, the ex-spouse must be entitled to Social Security retirement or disability benefits, and the benefit the individual is entitled to receive, based on their own work, must be less than the benefit received from their ex-spouse’s work.\textsuperscript{88} The amount of benefit a divorced spouse could currently receive is equal to one-half of their ex-spouse’s full retirement amount (or disability benefit) if the divorced spouse starts receiving benefits at their “full retirement age.”\textsuperscript{89} To collect on an ex-spouse’s Social Security benefits, an individual does not have to wait until their ex-spouse applies for their benefits.\textsuperscript{90} In fact, an individual does not even have to inform their ex-spouse that they are

\textsuperscript{84} Nicholas Wolflinger, Want to Avoid Divorce? Wait to Get Married, But Not Too Long, INST. FOR FAM. STUD. (July 16, 2015), https://ifstudies.org/blog/want-to-avoid-divorce-wait-to-get-married-but-not-too-long/

\textsuperscript{85} Id.

\textsuperscript{86} Katie Young & Sharon Epperson, Want One Last Dig at Your Ex? Then Collect on Their Social Security, CNBC (May 11, 2017, 3:36 PM), https://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/11/yes-you-can-collect-on-your-exs-social-security.html [hereinafter Young & Epperson].

\textsuperscript{87} If You Are Divorced, SOC. SEC. ADMIN., https://www.ssa.gov/planners/retire/divspouse.html (last visited Jan. 27, 2020) [hereinafter If You Are Divorced].

\textsuperscript{88} Id.


\textsuperscript{90} Young & Epperson, supra note 86.
applying for benefits. Nonetheless, if an individual starts collecting benefits prior to reaching full retirement age, that will permanently lower the amount of benefits he or she is entitled to receive. Although divorce decrees typically do not allocate Social Security benefits or payments, divorcing individuals should still note estimated benefits they may receive from Social Security. First, when negotiating division of liquid (i.e. bank accounts) versus illiquid (i.e. real estate) assets, spouses can consider if they will soon be entitled to receive additional cash through Social Security that may help them meet their monthly expenses following the divorce and how soon they may be entitled to receive those benefits. Second, spouses should consider that Social Security income will likely be considered as that spouse’s income for purposes of calculation and modification of spousal support awards, discussed in greater detail below. Finally, an individual should consider that if they remarry, they may no longer qualify for Social Security or spousal support payments, which may substantially impact their cash flow.

**B. Amount and Duration of Spousal Support**

**1. FACTORS FOR SPOUSAL SUPPORT AWARDS**

One common misconception older couples have when contemplating divorce is that due to their old age, neither spouse will have to pay alimony or spousal support. It is true that “rehabilitative alimony” is more commonly awarded in younger couples getting a divorce, which allows the recipient spouse to receive alimony for a fixed term until they are able to support themselves. However, for older couples in long-term marriages, the possibility that one spouse will have to pay permanent maintenance or maintenance for at least the length of the marriage is much greater. This can largely be explained
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91. Id.
92. Id.
94. In some states, alimony is known as maintenance. See 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/504.
95. Godfrey Divorce, supra note 8.
96. Id.
by turning to underlying statutes and factors courts consider when awarding spousal support.

First, states consider the duration of the marriage, with courts more likely to award alimony for a longer period of time for a longer marriage.\(^\text{97}\) Further, states also consider the age, physical and emotional health, and employment or income history of the parties in a divorce action.\(^\text{98}\) For an older couple, it is less likely that a spouse, who has stayed home to take care of the household and children for the majority of the marriage and been out of work for a significant period of time, could re-enter the workforce and build their earning potential.\(^\text{99}\) Often times one spouse will have taken a step back in their professional career to support their spouse’s career. Therefore, under these circumstances, it is common for a court to award the unemployed or lower income spouse some level of support.\(^\text{100}\)

Additionally, the majority of states consider the standard of living the parties established during the marriage as a factor in determining whether to award maintenance.\(^\text{101}\) The “standard of living” considers what a spouse’s quality of life was during the course of the parties’
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97. See ALA. CODE § 30-2-51 (2019); ALASKA STAT. § 25.24.160 (2019); ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 25-319 (2019); ARK. CODE ANN. § 9-12-312 (West 2019); CAL. FAM. CODE § 4320 (West 2019); COLO. REV. STAT. § 14-10-114 (2019); CONN. GEN. STAT. § 46B-82(A) (2019); DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 13 § 1512 (2019); D.C. CODE § 16-913 (2019); FLA. STAT. § 61.08 (2019); GA. CODE ANN. § 19-6-5(a)(2) (2019); HAW. REV. STAT. § 580-47 (2019); IDAHO CODE ANN. § 32-705 (West 2019); IL. COMP. STAT. 5/504 (2019); IND. CODE § 31-15-7-2 (2019); IOWA CODE § 598.211A (2019); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 23-2902 (2019); KY. REV. STAT. ANN. §403.200 (West 2019); LA. CIV. CODE ANN. art. 112 (2019); ME. REV. STAT. tit. 19-A § 951-A (2019); MD. CODE ANN., FAM. LAW § 11-106 (West 2019); MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 208 § 53 (2019); MICH. COMP. LAWS § 552.23 (2019); MINN. STAT. § 518.552 (2019); MISS. CODE ANN. § 93-5-23 (2019); MO. REV. STAT. § 452.335 (2019); MONT. CODE ANN. § 40-4-203 (2019); NEB. REV. STAT. § 42-365 (2019); NEV. REV. STAT. § 125.150 (2019); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 458:19 (2019); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:34-23 (West 2019); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 40-4-7 (2019); N.Y. DOM. REL. LAWS § 236B (West 2019); N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 50-16.1A (2019); N.D. CENT. CODE § 14-05-24.1 (2019); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3105.18 (West 2019); OKLA. STAT. tit. 43, § 121 (2019); OR. REV. STAT. § 107.105 (2019); PA. CONS. STAT. § 3701 (2019); R.I. GEN. LAWS § 15-5-16 (2019); S.C. CODE ANN. § 20-3-130 (2019); S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 25-4-41 (2019); TENN. CODE ANN. § 36-5-121 (2019); TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 8.052 (West 2019); UTAH CODE ANN. § 30-3-5 (West 2019); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 15, § 752 (2019); VA. CODE ANN. § 20-107.1 (2019); WASH. REV. CODE § 26.09.090 (2020); W.VA. CODE § 48-6-301 (2019); WIS. STAT. § 767.56 (2019); WYO. STAT. ANN. § 20-2-114 (2019).

98. \textit{Id.}


100. Godfrey Divorce, supra note 8.

marriage and what that spouse’s quality of life would be if the parties did not separate.102 This includes basic amenities as well as luxuries enjoyed.103 Again, for older couples who have grown their wealth together and commingled their assets and incomes, they are likely to have a more definite and measurable standard of living for which a court can determine whether a spousal support award would be appropriate.104 This factor is looked heavily upon in analyzing whether spousal support should be awarded, and parties sometimes hire financial experts to conduct a “lifestyle analysis” to demonstrate standard of living.105 This analysis projects out a visual of both parties’ incomes and expenses over their remaining lifespans to determine what funds are required to maintain the standard of living established by the parties during the marriage.106 Oftentimes this requires an in-depth analysis of the parties’ respective cash inputs and outputs over several years through examination of years of bank and credit card statements.107

2. DEFINITION OF “INCOME” WHEN CALCULATING SPOUSAL SUPPORT

Another misconception older couples may have is that once they retire, their spousal support obligation will cease. However, this fails to address other sources of income a spouse may receive following retirement, including pension and Social Security income. For example, a husband may believe that since his wife already received a portion of his pension or retirement account, to consider any income he receives from said account following a divorce for purposes of calculating spousal support would be “double dipping.”108 Also, as discussed above, a divorced spouse may be entitled to receive a large benefit based on their spouse’s employment record.109 The benefit they receive may be considered as “income” for purposes of calculating spousal support.110

102. Id.
103. Id.; see e.g., Bodrey v. Bodrey, 269 S.E.2d 14 (1980).
104. 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/504 (2019).
106. Id.
107. Id.
109. See supra Part III.A.
110. Bernick, supra note 108.
Further, as noted above, courts do still consider what funds are available to help maintain the parties’ standard of living established during the marriage. This may mean that even if a party is not receiving substantial retirement income, but has access to substantial assets, he or she may still be obligated to pay spousal support. In the 2017 Illinois case, In re Marriage of Bernay, the court followed such an analysis. In Bernay, the court first noted the vast discrepancy in the parties’ respective incomes and assets. Notably, the wife was employed as a nurse earning approximately $42,000 annually, had $2100 in a retirement account and $24,000 in a money market account. In contrast, the husband had an average annual salary of $225,000, earned an annual investment income of $40,000, held investment accounts of approximately $1.6 million, held real estate with approximately $288,000 in equity, and had $328,000 in his retirement account. The appellate court highlighted that in a previous unpublished order, it had already made several findings as to the parties’ standard of living during the marriage. Specifically, the court noted the family took multiple vacations, held season tickets for the Bulls, dined out several times a week, had memberships to health clubs, hosted parties at their home, and attended concerts, museums, Cubs and Blackhawks games, and movies on a regular basis. In reversing the trial court’s decision, the Bernay court observed that the trial court failed to consider the long-supported policy in Illinois that a spouse is entitled to maintain a “reasonable approximation of the standard of living established during the marriage.” Applying the analysis from In re Marriage of Shen, the court found the trial court abused its discretion by not considering if the payor spouse had sufficient assets to meet his or her needs and the needs of the former spouse. Ultimately, the court held that a recipient of permanent maintenance was still entitled to continue receiving

111. Calhoun, supra note 105.
112. See In re Marriage of Bernay, 2017 Ill. App. (2d) 160583 [hereinafter Bernay 2017].
113. Id.
114. Id.
115. See In re Marriage of Bernay, No. 2-06-0697, 952 N.E.2d 731 (Sept. 27, 2007).
117. See In re Marriage of Bernay, No. 2-06-0697, 952 N.E.2d 731 (Sept. 27, 2007).
118. Id. ¶ 17 (quoting In re Marriage of Dunseth, 633 N.E.2d 82, 95 (4th Dist. 1994)).
119. Id. ¶ 23 (quoting In re Marriage of Shen, 2015 Ill. App. (1st) 130733, ¶¶ 17, 23).
120. Id.
maintenance from a payor spouse as long as the payor spouse had sufficient assets to meet his needs and the needs of his former spouse.121

3. CONSIDERATIONS FOR DISABLED SPOUSES

A wrench is thrown into the analysis of the marital standard of living where one spouse is disabled and they can no longer enjoy the marital standard of living due to the limitations imposed by their disability.122 Disability rates are rising as the baby boomers age, with about 28% defined as disabled within two years before death for those who die after the age of fifty.123 Oftentimes in such cases, the analysis as to amount and duration of spousal support may hinge more on the need of the disabled spouse to enhance their quality of life within the limitations of the disability.124 The court may be more inclined to award permanent spousal support in these scenarios because the disabled spouse is unlikely to be able to “rehabilitate” themselves. Further, in these circumstances, practitioners must again turn to the definition of what is included in income to determine if it is possible for the disabled spouse to apply for and receive any other sources of income, including Supplemental Security Income (“SSI”) or Social Security Disability Insurance (“SSDI”).125

Another consideration as to the interplay between government benefits and spousal support is whether spousal support payments may reduce availability of public benefits to a disabled spouse.126 For example, payments of spousal support will reduce SSI dollar for dollar after $20 is set aside unless the funds are paid into a Special Needs Trust.127 In these instances, it may be beneficial for spousal support payments to be made to a trustee of a Special Needs Trust to hold the assets
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and use them for the benefit of the disabled spouse. This way, the trusts can be used for transfer of assets to supplement, instead of to replace government benefits received by the disabled spouse.

C. Division of Property

1. EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS

The majority of states follow an “equitable distribution” property division scheme for dividing marital assets. This means that property is not necessarily divided equally between the parties, but rather, is divided based on a variety of factors. These factors commonly include length of the marriage, age and health of the parties, and contributions of the parties during the marriage. If the couple has only been married for a short period of time, the court may be less likely to give one spouse money earned by the other. On the other hand, for a longer duration marriage typical of older couples who have intermingled their economic resources and accounts, courts are more inclined to divide all marital accounts equally. This follows the general concept that economic and noneconomic contributions of each spouse should be granted equal weight in the economic partnership of marriage. However, if one spouse is suffering from certain health issues that require a greater distribution of property, a court may consider awarding a larger share of the marital estate to that spouse.

It is also important for divorcing couples to understand the potential impact of taxes on the division of assets and liabilities. Receiving $100,000 in a cash asset (such as a bank account) is not equivalent to
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receiving $100,000 from a retirement account. The spouse receiving the retirement account monies will be subject to mandatory withdrawal penalties and taxes once they dip into the account following the divorce. Parties should both look at the after-tax estimated values of their assets to ensure a truly “equitable distribution” of assets.

2. COMMINGLING AND TRANSMUTATION OF SEPARATE PROPERTY

All states make a distinction between “separate property” of a spouse versus “marital property” in the event of a divorce. This means a spouse will have to produce documentation to prove whether specific accounts or portions of accounts should be awarded solely to them as their separate property or subject to division as marital property. On the most basic level, spouses in longer term marriages will likely have difficulty finding statements showing what their account balances were as of the date of marriage and that these balances have been kept separate during the marriage. In states like Illinois and New York, there is a rebuttable presumption that a spouse’s separate funds are transmuted into marital property when commingled with marital property. This presumption can only be overcome if a spouse establishes by clear and convincing evidence that the account falls under the definition of separate property or some other limited circumstance. Meeting this burden can be particularly challenging in longer
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marriages where the commingling of funds was done years ago and the spouse no longer has records related to the transfers.\textsuperscript{145}

3. **PREMATURE DEPLETION OF RETIREMENT FUNDS**

When a younger couple divorces and one spouse is awarded an asset (such as a home or business) that costs more to maintain than they are able to afford, it is more likely that if they are forced to draw from their retirement funds, they could recoup that loss and replenish the fund prior to their ultimate retirement.\textsuperscript{146} For an older individual, drawing down on retirement to meet monthly expenses could mean permanently depleting their retirement savings so they do not have enough when they retire a few short years later.\textsuperscript{147} Moreover, oftentimes individuals do not factor in potential tax consequences of early withdrawal of funds or their changing tax brackets following a divorce.\textsuperscript{148} If a married couple had not planned to access their retirement funds until age sixty-five but now need to make earlier withdrawals, the funds may now be taxed at a higher tax rate than if they had waited.\textsuperscript{149} To address these concerns, many plan providers like Vanguard and Fidelity now offer online calculators to calculate how much an individual will need to save to meet their retirement savings goal after divorce.\textsuperscript{150} As an additional consideration, individuals age fifty and older can contribute an additional $6000 to a 401(k) or other employer plan and up to $6000 into an Individual Retirement Account.\textsuperscript{151}

D. **Health Insurance**

Another often-overlooked concern in graying divorces is the cost of health insurance coverage following the divorce. Once a divorce is finalized, spouses can no longer be covered under each other’s health insurance policy.\textsuperscript{152} However, if parties opt for a legal separation
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instead, a spouse may still receive health insurance coverage after separation, but potentially at a higher rate. Older couples contemplating divorce should consider post-divorce costs of maintaining health insurance and whether they may qualify for alternative coverage such as Medicare. Individuals may also qualify to receive coverage through their spouse’s employer through the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (“COBRA”). However, this coverage is temporary and only lasts up until thirty-six months. If an individual develops a pre-existing condition while on COBRA, their future health insurance plans may use this as a basis for denying coverage.

E. Competency Concerns

As individuals grow older, they are more likely to develop medical conditions that may affect their competency to proceed with a divorce action. In 2007, approximately four million persons aged sixty-five and older suffered from some type of mental disability. In these cases, most states bar an incompetent person from suing for divorce through a guardian or intermediary. However, two states (Alabama and Massachusetts) allow an incompetent petitioner to maintain a divorce action through a representative. Other states have started carving out exceptions for “high functioning wards” or wards who have evidenced a clear desire for divorce. In the former scenario, a guardian may file for divorce on behalf of a ward if the ward is capable of (1) exercising reasonable judgment regarding personal decisions; (2) expressing a desire to be divorced; (3) understanding the nature of a divorce action; and (4) testifying at the divorce proceeding.
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Similarly, other courts have turned to testimony from third parties about the ward’s pre-incapacitation comments regarding dissolution of their marriage and then have made a substituted judgment as to what it believes the ward would want to do. 164 Finally, several courts have reasoned that their guardianship statutes are broad enough that absent a statute that bars a guardian from initiating a divorce action, the court may have the power to do so. 165

F. Increased Care Expenses

Finally, in addition to rising health insurance and direct healthcare costs, older individuals are more likely to face higher costs associated with care generally. 166 A 2007 report prepared by the National Alliance for Caregiving found the costs for a caregiver range from approximately $4570 to $8728 per year, including household goods, food and meals, travel costs, and medical care co-pays and pharmaceuticals. 167 The average cost to renovate a home to accommodate for mobility issues is around $6226. 168 The costs for nursing home and assisted living facility care are even higher, averaging $225 a day for a semi-private room and $253 a day for a private room. 169 The national average cost of assisted living facility care is $3293 per month. 170 Older couples contemplating divorce should consider the impact of potential care costs on future cash flow and whether they may be eligible to receive Medicaid or long-term care insurance to finance the costs of future care.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Prenuptial/Postnuptial Agreements

A recent study found the rate of divorce was 2.5 times higher for remarriages (more likely in the older populations) than first marriage. Additionally, older individuals considering remarriage typically have saved up significant assets, retirement funds, and sometimes own businesses and have children from prior marriages that they want to protect financially in the event of a divorce. Therefore, it is prudent for older individuals who are considering remarriage to consider entering into a prenuptial agreement before tying the knot again. Alternatively, postnuptial agreements are also becoming increasingly popular in the United States to protect assets following a marriage from potential future divorce. Both prenuptial and postnuptial agreements overide the default state law if enforced in a divorce and allow spouses to have autonomy in negotiating their own terms for disposition of assets and spousal support in the event of divorce.

Prenuptial and postnuptial agreements have several distinct advantages and may be used to reduce potential future litigation in the event of a divorce. Couples can use these agreements to ensure a share of their assets is preserved for their children in the event of a divorce or where they anticipate receiving a large inheritance, gift, or business interest they want to preserve as their own in the event of a divorce. Similarly, a prenuptial or postnuptial agreement can also protect a spouse from being liable for any debts the other spouse brings into a marriage. Finally, and perhaps most relevant to older couples, prenuptial and postnuptial agreements also allow signers to determine what share of their assets their spouse will receive if they die.
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It is important to note that prenuptial and postnuptial agreements are not automatically enforceable.\textsuperscript{179} Couples should take several steps to help increase the probability a court will enforce their agreement. First, both parties should be represented by independent counsel who can explain the terms of the agreement to them.\textsuperscript{180} Second, the parties should make a list of their assets, liabilities, incomes, and known future inheritances to incorporate into the agreement.\textsuperscript{181} States vary in terms of whether they require a “full and complete” disclosure of assets or a “fair and reasonable” disclosure.\textsuperscript{182} Either way, a court is more likely to enforce an agreement if it finds that both spouses were fully aware of each other’s assets, liabilities, and income when they entered into the agreement.\textsuperscript{183} Finally, both parties should have sufficient time to consider and negotiate the agreement to eliminate potential arguments of duress or coercion at the time of signing.\textsuperscript{184} If a couple is rushed when negotiating a prenuptial agreement, they can always convert it into a postnuptial agreement.\textsuperscript{185} However, opting for a postnuptial agreement may give the spouse with a larger estate less leverage since the other spouse will have fewer incentives to sign the postnuptial agreement.\textsuperscript{186}

B. Preparation of a Separate Estate Plan

Older individuals should strongly consider setting up a separate estate plan to further restrict disbursement of their assets and protect them in the event of a divorce. There are several vehicles through which an estate plan can help those contemplating divorce.
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1. DESIGNATING FINANCIAL AND HEALTH CARE POWERS OF ATTORNEY

Powers of attorney are legal documents that allow a person to appoint an agent to act on their behalf should they become incapacitated.\textsuperscript{187} For older couples contemplating divorce, spouses should consider executing powers of attorney to designate agents to make financial decisions and health care decisions for them in the event they are unable to do so. A health care power of attorney allows a principal to name an agent to make health care decisions including administration of end-of-life care or other special treatment options.\textsuperscript{188} A financial power of attorney can grant the agent powers to open and close financial accounts, change beneficiary designations, buy and sell real estate, and generally manage financial accounts.\textsuperscript{189} Both documents can help ensure that an individual’s ex-spouse does not end up with control over these types of decisions and can give the principal more control over the disposition of their assets.

2. SETTING UP TRUSTS

In addition to setting up special needs trusts to supplement receipt of government benefits, certain types of trusts can also be established to allocate funds to certain beneficiaries for restricted purposes.\textsuperscript{190} They can also commonly be used by individuals considering remarriage to ensure any children from a prior marriage are not disinherit. This section will overview some specific types of trusts that protect one’s assets in the event of a divorce. First, domestic asset protection trusts (“DAPTs”) can help older individuals both manage their estate and protect it from a future ex-spouse or creditors.\textsuperscript{191} DAPTs are irrevocable, which means they are protected from creditors, but they still allow the trust creator to be a discretionary beneficiary.\textsuperscript{192}
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Currently, seventeen states allow this structure, and individuals can still take advantage of the law even if they do not live in the state where the trust sits. The major disadvantage of a DAPT is that it is typically best suited for individuals who have excess funds or a high net worth, as DAPTS involve irrevocable transfers to a trust. However, as the beneficiary, a trust creator may still retain the power to direct investment decisions of the trust, veto a distribution from the trust, direct how the trust assets are distributed, and receive income or distributions from the trust. Certain states further carve out a spouse’s marital rights for assets in a DAPT. For example, in Michigan, if the trust was created more than thirty days before a marriage or if the parties otherwise agree, the trust assets are not marital property and cannot be awarded to the beneficiary’s spouse in the event of a divorce. Spouses will want to be careful with timing and establishing DAPTS or other trusts carefully to prevent courts from invalidating the transfer as a fraudulent attempt to shield assets from their spouse.

Another type of trust to consider is a Credit Shelter Trust (“CST”). A CST can provide income to a surviving spouse while preserving underlying assets and controlling their distribution to children from a prior marriage or other designated beneficiaries. Similar to a DAPT, a CST is also irrevocable, which helps guarantee that the assets it holds will be preserved for the decedent’s descendants. This eliminates the “evil stepparent” concern that a stepparent may receive all the money
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intended for the children.\textsuperscript{201} A CST grantor has the option of granting the trustee discretion to use funds from the CST for the needs of the surviving spouse based on some ascertainable standard such as health, education, maintenance, and support.\textsuperscript{202} Finally, CSTs are designed to minimize estate tax liabilities by passing proceeds from individual estates onto their partners’ estates.\textsuperscript{203}

A third type of trust to consider is a Qualified Terminable Interest Property ("QTIP") trust. A QTIP trust similarly provides income for a surviving spouse while preserving the underlying assets and controlling how they are distributed to children from a prior marriage or other beneficiaries.\textsuperscript{204} A QTIP trustee is specifically obligated to make all income payments generated by the QTIP trusts to the beneficiary.\textsuperscript{205} However, the spouse that establishes the QTIP trust can still control who will ultimately receive the assets transferred to the trust.\textsuperscript{206} QTIP trusts may be used to address a spouse’s concern that their spousal support payments will not be timely. The payor spouse can create a lifetime QTIP trust for the benefit of the recipient spouse with a provision that provides that the trust rolls over to a trust for the payor’s descendants upon the recipient’s death.\textsuperscript{207} This helps assure a grantor that children from a prior marriage will be taken care of upon the recipient spouse’s passing.\textsuperscript{208} These are just a few types of trusts that can be established to protect a spouse’s assets in the event of a divorce. However, it is important for people to meet with other professionals such as estate planning attorneys to walk through the best types of trust to meet their goals and that fits the particular estate.
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C. Working with Other Professionals

As noted in this section, it can be helpful for older couples to consult with other professionals besides family law attorneys—including estate planning attorneys, financial planners, and accountants—to affirmatively discuss methods of asset protection. Estate planning attorneys can help individuals revoke and update their powers of attorney, discuss trust and estate plan options, and update a will to remove provisions related to an ex-spouse and remove an ex-spouse as executor and trustee of trust accounts. If a person wants to name their ex-spouse as a beneficiary following divorce, an estate planning attorney can help draft an updated beneficiary designation and letter of intent.

On the financial end, hiring a financial planner can help older individuals analyze their cash flow and how to best preserve and grow their assets in the event of a divorce. A financial planner or certified divorce financial analyst can also help individuals understand potential tax consequences of both spousal support and withdrawing monies from certain accounts. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act enacted in 2019 now eliminates alimony deductions ordered in divorce judgments entered after 2018. This can significantly impact cash flow projections and amount of taxes paid by payor and recipient spouses. Similarly, there are substantial tax penalties for early withdrawals from certain retirement accounts prior to age fifty-nine-and-a-half. A financial planner can help individuals look at the assets they currently have or are awarded in a divorce to discuss tax-efficient options for future spending. Building a network of related professionals prior to undergoing the divorce process can help individuals get a fuller picture of what
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accounts they can protect in the process and how to move forward following entry of the final judgment.

D. Prospective Drafting of Marital Settlement Agreements

Once individuals get into the thick of the divorce process, there are still steps both clients and their attorneys can take in terms of drafting final judgments and marital settlement agreements to protect the client’s assets through the process. Below is a brief discussion of some commonly overlooked issues common in gray divorces that both attorneys and spouses should consider when preparing final divorce judgments.

1. ESTABLISHMENT OF FIRST PARTY SPECIAL NEEDS TRUSTS

As discussed briefly above, in divorces where one spouse is disabled, one common issue is that spousal support awarded to the disabled spouse counts as “income” that may render that spouse ineligible for government benefits including Medicaid, SSI, and in-home services.218 One option for attorneys and parties to consider under these circumstances is whether they should establish a Payback Trust, otherwise known as a first party or self-settled special needs trust.219 In order to qualify for this type of trust, a spouse must meet the definition of “disabled” under the Social Security Act and must be under sixty-five years of age at the time the trust is funded.220 The trust must be for the sole benefit of the individual with disabilities and the state Medicaid agency must ultimately be reimbursed any remaining principal upon the death of the person with disabilities.221 Finally, the trust must be irrevocable.222 Under certain circumstances, spousal support may be assigned to a Payback Trust and prevent the recipient spouse from being
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precluded from receiving government benefits. Similarly, payback trusts can be used to section off inheritance of other lawsuit settlement payments and direct those so that they do not disqualify the disabled spouse from receiving public benefits.

In practice, a Payback Trust must be established by a parent, grandparent, guardian, or the court. Therefore, an attorney can draft a final divorce judgment to provide that the non-disabled spouse must pay a lump-sum or periodic amount directly to the trustee to establish the trust. The attorney must be careful that the non-disabled spouse does not make payments to the attorney, as that would constitute the disabled spouse’s “constructive receipt” of the funds and disqualify him from benefits. The judgment should grant the trustee full discretion to use the principal and income for the needs of the beneficiary to provide for things that enhance the person’s quality of life and specify that the trust is irrevocable.

2. CONTEMPLATION OF REDUCED SOCIAL SECURITY PAYMENTS

The Social Security Administration sets forth specific requirements for collecting Social Security payments based on a spouse’s record. In the case of graying divorces, it is possible that a spouse is already collecting Social Security payments based on their spouse’s record, but will become ineligible to receive them once the final judgment is entered. For example, if the couple has not yet been married for ten years, the divorced spouse will not be able to collect on their ex-spouse’s record upon divorce. Accordingly, both spouses should visit a Social Security office to clarify what their post-divorce benefits will be, particularly regarding spousal support and each spouse’s income.
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3. ALLOCATION OF PENSION BENEFITS

In addition to knowing that a spouse may be entitled to receive a pension upon retirement, it is important that spouses understand what components and benefits are available to them pursuant to this pension. This includes any survivor benefits and any other credits or enhancements.232 The Illinois cases In re Marriage of Ramsey233 and In re Marriage of Zamudio234 are illustrative of the analysis courts may engage in when dividing certain pension enhancements. The Ramsey court suggested that when analyzing whether pension enhancements are marital or separate property, a court should look at whether the enhancement is “derivative” of the right to receive a pension in the first place or “non-derivative” in that it was directly and solely attributable to the nonmarital contributions of the pension participant.235 If, based on this definition, a pension benefit is a marital asset, any enhancement on the value obtained during the marriage should also be considered a marital asset subject to division.236

In Zamudio, the court considered whether a wife was entitled to a portion of a husband’s “permissive military service credit,” where the credit was earned prior to the marriage from his active duty service, but he purchased the credit during the marriage with marital funds to enhance his pension annuity.237 Applying the analysis from Ramsey, the Zamudio court found that the husband’s entitlement to an enhanced annuity accrued while he participated in the plan during the marriage and thus, a portion of the credit accrued during the marriage and was subject to division.238 Because of the attorneys’ and couple’s due diligence in looking into the pension benefits, the wife was able to receive additional benefits from the husband’s pension.239 This illustrates the importance of understanding components of a pension and providing for allocation of the same in marital settlement agreements.

It is important to note that parties will likely need to prepare a separate Qualified Domestic Relations Order (“QDRO”) or other
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documents to divide the pension benefits between them.240 These orders allow retirement plans to pay pension benefits directly to divorced spouses pursuant to the terms of the QDRO, upon approval by the plan administrator.241 Attorneys should be sure to follow up and enter these QDROs before or soon after entry of a final divorce judgment to ensure the division is set up as the parties intend.242

Finally, in the event a pension is already in pay status with benefits paid to previously designated beneficiaries, the parties should look at the terms of the plan to determine whether the allocation of benefits may be modified in the event of a divorce.243 If they cannot be modified, the benefit payments should be considered accordingly in dividing assets and setting spousal support following divorce.

V. CONCLUSION

With the steady rise of baby boomers entering their fifties and sixties, the number of graying divorces is going to continue to rise as well. As discussed herein, there are many considerations that are particularly prevalent when older couples divorce that both the individuals contemplating divorce and as attorneys should keep in mind prior to and during the divorce process. Addressing these considerations prior to initiating a divorce and actively during the divorce would allow older individuals to contemplate various asset protection options including pre- and post-nuptial agreements, estate plans, and trusts. Further, keeping these considerations in mind during the divorce process itself can help older individuals work with related professionals and their family law attorneys in protecting their futures as well. Overall, taking the additional time to review a person’s assets and assert greater control on the front end can help the graying divorcees keep control of their estates.
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